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Pl;CIAL REPORT
esee editorial on educa:tion and the r9le of students on page 2.
•"My God! I have to ·go out and find a job!" See story on page 3 .
• Job outlooks for Fine Arts and Mass Comm majors are on page 4.
e Engineering, business r~presentatives talk on gra~uates, page 1.3.

Today's issue of 1ne Oracle contains eight pages of
information on education:, job outlooks and_ what
graduating seniors think of their four years of sweat.
The articles were researched and written by _Oracle
staff members Robert Payne, Ray Ford and Dorothy
.Leidif!,er.

e A guest faculty commentary about education appears on page 14..

•A lool< at intensive tutorial and social science jobs is on page 15.
•A Senate committee studied at education; story on page ·16.
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students at the University of South
Florida. Editorial views h'erein are not
necessarily those of the advisot or the
University adn,inistration

'Ivory· Tower' of education .fallen
. Today's student plays a significantly
different role . than those of past
gerieratiohs, . or, past decades. T h~
" ivory tower" has been tom do w n and
univ·ersity students are sha,ring the
responsibilities for determining the
directions in which· our society : will
move. They are also demanding the
personal rights and freedoms which
a cc ompany accepting these
responsibilities.
Instead of meekly accepting a part
handed to them by authorities , students
and youth, in general, are determining
· what their roles and values will be.
Accepted practices are being questioned
at _the assumptions on which they are
founded, and people are acting on the
basis of revised opinions about hitherto
unquestioned principles.
We believe this is what education
should be about. It ceases to be a static
experience . and
becomes
dynamic-deeply interwoven with the
individual's mode of life. It takes the
form of a process rather than a set of
facts which are unrelated to "real" life.
Educition oughfto be centered on the
experience of living. This is not to say,
however, tha;t the-information related in
the classroom is worthless., but that the
student has ari obligation to himself and around him and may lead him to seek
society to make pis classroom answers to the pressing · ecological
experience relevent. ,
problems.
·
An English course concerned with
A knowledge ofmythology can add a
17th century literature, for example, further dimension to the present by
asks many questions which may enrich incorporating the past. A sociology
the thought of a person undergoing the course should be more than an exercise
trials of the 20th century. A biology in statistics; it should e"°lve into
course om make ~ne aware of the life - another view of mankind and a concern

to incorporate knowledge in a quest for
a more fruitful society. A dy namic
education will hopefully result in
society which is_continually increasing
in its quality.

a

To achieve such a society, sensitive
individuals must be willing to act on
their own beliefs, to question, and to
think. They must accept the
responsibility of ·molding their own
-Jives and of assisting in shaping .their
society. It is the obligation of the .
umversity system to .encourage thi-s
independence.
Whether or not we agree with the
particular actions of any group or
individual we are pleased .to see ~hat
more and more students are determining ·
their own lives and are providing
leadership m tackling society 's
problems.
Any society is only as good as the
people in it. If the citizens are anxious to
question their government's actions and
take seriously their responsibility, as
citizens, for its ·actions, a flourishing
-socially sensitive society will follow.

If the college education is to be truly
worthwhile, the students must keep the
sensitivity they have developed in
school and bring it to the "outside
world" when they graduate. 1 'he desire
to change society for the better must n~ t
be lost when the jeans and sandals of the
campus are exchanged for business
attire.

for it. It i:s up to the student to take the
necessary leaps which make educatiqn a
dynamic process geared towards
enhancing the quality of one's life.
Education · should be a means of
growing sensmve to every thing
-involved in the experience of life. Along
with sensitivity:. comes the wilhngness

"

------letters-----------------Editor:
'It is my understanding that USF will soon begin compulsory student
aluation of professors and that such
evaluation will be used to determine
faculty career.status. I feel strongly that
this course is detrimental to the best
I nterests of th~ university.
Students evaluation will surely lead
to comformisr, popular reaching and to
resrricdon of individuality in the
classroom. Nor only ~ill constant
evaluation lead to the minimizing of
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personality, bur ir-will diminish the joy
of teaching.
.
· There is little evidence of any
comprehensive demand on the part 'of
the ~tudents for evaluation. Many
would like to get rid of incompetent
teachers, bur evaluation may well
promote faculty charlatanry instead of
focusing on the real problem . .
Professors
normally
think of
· themselves as professionals, and rightly
so. Ir is hard to · imagine doctors or
lawyers victimized by quarrer_ly patient
or client .evaluation (attendance in class
should be as voluntary as attendance in a
particular doctor's or lawyer's office).
My considered judgement is that
constant evaluation of faculty by
students will promote a giant
mediocrity at USF, that it will help·
drive our sensitive faculty, that it will
place instruction at the mercy of the
computer, that it will rend to
downgrade both ~the · pleasure of
teaching and the love of learning.
If ·'the Board of Regent requires
· student evaluation, then the Hoard
needs to be educated in the direction of
scholarship, excellence and dignity . A ·
ship in distress is not likely to -be saved
by a vote of the passengers.
Professor James W. Silver

Editor:
l was disgust_ed recentl y to sec

advertised on the College of Business
wall a certificate available to be mailed,
a'r the expense of the University, to the
wives of gr~duating male students. The
certificate "awards" the wife"'a Ph.T '.
(Put Husband Through) for "assisting
their husbands to obtain a business
administration degree. "
How degrading to placate wives who
sacrifice their own valuable learning
years in the name of dutf to husband.
Where are the empty rewards for
husbands helping their w 1ves through
the College of Business? Of course there
are none! What man would accept su~h a
meaningless scrap o_f paper in_place of an
a_uthenric money-earning degree?
· Women must~ longer tolerate such
worthless symbolic crumbs in lieu of an
opportunity to develop themselves to
their fullest potential.
·
Etta Bender-Breit

2ZOO
Editor:
The Panhellenic Council of USF
cannot support any morion made by
any · representative body · of the .
W:niversity purporting to represent the
majority of USF students which
advocates or implies solidarity with the
North Vietnamese or the Vier Cong.
Panhellenic Council
Executive Board
Editor:
O n Mo nda y,

Mav

15,

th e

interfraterniry ~ouncil at USF passed a.
resolution expressing disgust with the
irresponsible action shown by the SG
when they passed Main Motion 22 . ·1·he ·
morion passed by SG implies that the
students at USF "express . solidarity
with the people ot' North V iernam and
the Vier Cong'. "
We in .the IFG are also in strong
opposition to the war in South East
Asia, however, we feel that such an
expression -of "solidarity" · is nor in ·
keeping with the peace movement.
Such an· expression is ·a pro-war
state~ent in·support of a victory for the
opposition . We feel that the SG has
shown little respect for the true desites
of the majority of the students at U.SF,
and we hope that in the future the .SG
will be more concerned with · the
opinions of the entire ·s tudent body than
they are with those of a few radical
leaders.
Bob Milhoan 3 Com
IFC President

Letter· policy
Letters should be no more than '100 words,
triple spaced typewritten. The editor
reserves the right to edit or shorten letters.
Letters received by noon will be considered
fo r publication the following day .

I ·m ight have .to go to worl<'
-~
"My God, I might have to
go to work!' '
This is the feeling of at least
one of the estimated 2.{H3
students who will earn degrees
from the University of South
Florida in lune .
Many of" these stude'nts will
be placing themselves in the job
market for the first .time.
Where do they go to look for
a job and what are their chances
of findiqg one?
Tne easiest way for a
graduate to look for a job is to
go through the Career
Planning . and Placement
Center, located•. on the fifth
floor of the library.
Of the 1,850 students who
registered with the piacement
center last year, about 40 per
cent were offered jobs.
But College Placement
Council, · Inc., reported that
although employment is
expected to rise slightly thi_s
year, campus recrumng may
not reflect this.
The reasons, acJ:ording to
the counc-il ; are: higher
acceptance· rates; a
large
number of walk-in and mail
applications going dire.c tly to
the employers.

Referral from other sour-CL'S,
such as the military.
A substantial number of
students in search of a job turn
to the Florida State
Employment Service.
A spoke:~man for the service
said approximately 20 per cent
of the people who come to
them are college graduates. He
said the service can find jobs for
about 40 per cent of them.

contained six full pa~es of
employment ads.
· Although man y jobs found
here requiring a college degree
also require several Y:ears
experience, the student can get
an almost daily indication of

OCCUPATION ·
,

ESTIMATED EARNINGS · 1966 TO DEATH
IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

YEARS OF SCHOOL
COMPLETED

$0
ALL LEVELS

•

ELEMENTARY
LESS THAN 8 YEARS
8 YEARS
HIGH SCHOOL
1 TO 3 YEARS
4 YEARS
COLLEGE
I TO 3 YEARS

100

200

300

400

500

600

The College Placement
Council lists. if as one of the
reasons fewer recruiters will he
on campus'this year.

SUPPLY .
ESTiMATED
TO BE

PERCENT
CHANGE
1968 to 198:)

.

-

200,000
107,000
42,000
130,000
450,000
75,000

55.7
49.8
40.3
31. 7
.53.1
63.9

SIGNIFICANTLY
· BELOW
REQUIREMENTS

I

'

ENGINEERS
GEOLOGISTS &
'
GEOPHYSICISTS
OPTOMETRISTS
ARCHITECTS
LAWYERS

Job [Jrowth expected

Estimated Lifetime Earnings for Men
are High~,r for -Those With More Educat-ion

th is

.

A recent edition of the
Tampa
Tribune-Times

Employers are seeking people who have higher
levels of education since jobs are more complex and
require greater skill : Employment growth generally
will be fastest in those occupations requiring the most
education and training .
Job growth throughout the l 970 's is expected to .
continue to be faster in the service-producing
indu·stries than in the_goods producing industries.
· In the l 970's there will continue to be a rapid
growth of white-collar occupations, a slower than
aver-age growth of blue-collar occupations, a faster
than average growth among service workers, and a
further decline in farm workers .
By 1980, white-collar jobs will be more than onehalf of all employed workers compared w:ith about 4 7
per cent' in 1968.
.Professional occupations will be.the fastest growing
occupations from 1968-1980. The quest for scientjfic
and technical knowledge is bound to grow and raise
the demand. for workers in scientific and technical
- specialties. The requirements for pro'fessional,
technical and kindred workers may be about 50 per
cent higher in 1980 than in 1968. ·
Information taken from a Oepartment of Labor
report.

PROJECTED
1980
REQ.

CHEMISTS
COUNSELORS
DIETICIANS
DENTISTS
PHYSICIANS
PHYSlCISTS

-

An~ther place a student can
go . job hunting is in the
employment section of· the
newspaper want ads.

As industry · becomes more mechanized,
occupantions will become more complex and
specialized. So, more occupational choices 'Nill open
up whjch wiU- seem like a forbidding and confusing
decisi9n to make.

Because of the tight · job
market, some students· arc
finding it worth their while to
go directl y to the employer.

1s

SUPPLY DEM'A ND IMBALANCES IN SELECTED OCCUPATiONS
·(IF PAST STUDY AND WORK PATTERNS OF COLLEGE .GRADUATES.
CONTINUE)

More · optimistic are the ·
private employment agencies .
Some claim they find jobs for
75 per cent of the college .
graduates who come to them.
Most of them admit though,
that the jobs are not necessar.ily
in the area of the appHcant's
maior.
Private . employment
agencies charge from less than a
week's to more than a month 's
salary. If they can't find -the
applicant a job, there is no
charge.

in -service-producing

·,..

How effective
the ty pes of jobs available in hi t ·
method?
field.

.

_..

.

, 500: 000

40.2

3G,000
21,000

20.6
23.5

50,000
335,000

47.1
22.7

PHARMACISTS

130,000

MATHEMATICIANS .
LIFE SCIENTISTS
TEACHERS£
ELEMENTA.RY
SECONDARY

110,000
238,000

60.5
40.5

2,340,000

7.8

SLIGHTLY-SHORT
OF
REQUIREMENTS
-IN BALANCE
WITH
·REQlJfAEMENTS
SUGHTL Y ABOVE
REQUIREMENTS

-

7.d

1,

•.

SIGNIFICANTLY
ABOVE
REQUIREMENTS

7

Source - U.S. Gov.ernment
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Placement center gives
employment seekers lift
Here on campus is a little
known centralized service that
is responsible for assisting
students and alumni Qf all
academi.c. ar.e as of the
University in realizing their
career objectives.
· The service in the Career
Planning & Placement Center,
on the fifth 'f loor of the library,
serves seniors, graduate
. students, and alumni seeking
full time career employment. It
. also serves undergraduate and
graduate students in part-time
placement ·both on and off
campus .and seasonal
• employment in positions that
are career or.nqn-career related.
There is no charge to students
and alumnus for the services of
the Center.
·T he Center provides career
planning and counseling for. all
students and alumni. · The
Cemer will set up interviews
with representatives • from
business, · . industrv.
gqve rnment and education for
ca-reer emplo y ment.

The Center has a listing ., schools. Literature provided
service of current employment
by interviewing employers is
vacancies that provide
available in the Center.
information
The Center provides
about specific
placement credentials which
employment
opportunities .
Also, the Center has materials
include resume and confidential
and information on career
recommendations for t;ach
person registered.
opportunities,
vocational
guidance,
and
gradl!ate

On what hasis ~locs business evaluate stmlcnls?

Exira Curricular
lnkrcsls
28 1;~

Jntcnicws
31 'i~,

Grades
25%

Major Academic
lnlcrcst
16%

Source: Florida Trend Magazine

fl ow might your educati o n h:,vc been more produ,tivc?

.

Broader Option.~
in Cour!;cs ·
42%

i\ lore On-Joh

i\lorc Practical
Approach
24%

Tr:1ini111:
30 '7,,

Better
Professors

Sou.rec: 1:1orida Trend Magazine

Whal traits <lo interviewers consider?

Firsl
Personali ty ·

Second

Third

Lcadc1·~hir

~hturiiy

Qualities

~o urcc : Flo.nda 1·rcnd

1\l ,1~;11. 111 e

Fourth
Abi!ity to
Co mm un icate

Fiflh
I ntcresl

,
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supply still exceeds .demands

overcrowding to persist in 80's
1

The demand for dancers will continue to increase as .civic
and com~unity dance groups increase in number a'nd
develop into - professional groups. Also, the number of
shows are increasing so that an added number of danhhcers
· are needed. Still, the supply of trained dancers usually
exceeds the demand. ,,
·
The . dancer who has personal and educational
qualifications for teaching dancing will have the advantage
over dance majors for being hired. The demand for dance
teachers continues to increase as this fine art increases in
'
.
popularity.
..--Male dancers face litde competition so they will have a
better chance of being hired.
Since only top dancers ar~ usually hired after they are over ·
30, a college degree will certainly· help dancers remain in the
profession as teachers or choreographers who can continue
working as long as people in other professions.
In 1968 around· 23,000 dancers were ·employed. For
1980, the forecasters predict that some 27,000 dancers will
be working. ,

· The overcro,wding in -this field wrll continue -to per.-sist
into the l 980's
The projected number of jobs available in 1980 will be for _
18,500 actors and actresses. In 1968 some 14,000 were ,
employed in the acting profession.
-

· It is extremely difficult to get jobs in the motion picture
field, and job openings are closing down in ' radio
'prod~ctions.
.
Openings are increasi~g for 'l 'V dramas and commercials.
Jobs-will' become available as more leg-itimate theaters and
dinner theaters are being established in communities. The
rising number of summer stock companies are also
providing more jobs.
·
Still, the number of new entrants tcf the acting professio~
is expe_cted_to. outnumber employment opportunities.

,

'

MUSI.C
mm
11

1mm

,,.
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11·

. Jobs to increase ·s/ightlyPERCENT CHAN.GE IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS,
19(,8-80 PROJECTED'
PERCENT
-25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0
30 35 40
45

The projected requirements will be for 190,000 musicians
and music teachers in I 980. In 1968 some 166,000 were
employed.
Since so many people have crowded the field,
-opportunities for steady, _good paying jobs will only
increase slightly over the next eight years.
A shortage may continue in many communities for
church organists, excellent accompanists and stringed
instrument players.
There is an expected increase of interest in music as a
hobby so _employment will increase for teachers in
elementary a~d secondary schools and in colleges.
Private mus_ic teaching continues_to be the easiest way to
get a job in theaters, night clubs and at parties.
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ALL WORKERS
PROFESSIONAL ANO TECHNICAL
SEflVICE WORKERS
CLERICAL WORKERS
SALES WORKERS
_MANAGERS, OFFICIALS ANO PROPRIETORS
CRAFTSMEN ANO FOREMEN
OPERATIVES
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Opportunities exist for talented

Source: Bureau of labor Statjstics

.
Most newspapers will consider only college graduates
although some opportunities do exi'st for talented writers
with little or no college experience'.
The Department of Labor predicts work will be available
for 45,000 news writers in 1980 in comparison with 37,000
in 1968.
Most opportunities for employment will be located in
small town and suburban areas as the number of newspapers
increase and grow. Large· city papers prefer to hire
experienced reporters but opportuniries are availahl e for
young writers to start as copy boys ·and advance into
reporting jobs.
In adaition to newswriting, college graduates can go into
- similar fields such as public relations, advertising, TV, trade
and technical writing.
Talented and experienced technical writers can expect to
find · excellentemploym_ent opportunities through out the I 970's. These with the m'in.imum oLquafificatinns will have
to compete for ·available jobs. The aerospace and ·me_d ical
fields e~pecially will offer jobs for good writers.

/

.,..

OPENINGS ARE ·oETERMlNED. BY GROWTH PLUS REPLACEMENTS
(WORKERS NEEDED, 1968-19~0, IN MILLIONS)
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rJmJFARM LABORERS

Need to increase rapidly ·soon
A college education is a virtual prerequisite for public
relations work, although a public relations ( PR) major is not ,..
necessary for entering this profession. Some employers seek
graduates who have majored in Fnf[lish, science, husiness
_ and journalism.
Through the I 970's the need for PR \\'o_rkcrs will incr~asc
rapidly as businesses expand and channel more money mto
public relations . Also , cmplo\'ment opportunities will
hecome_ avail~l~lc as oq.rani,.arions will open PR
departments.
_
. Information tak en from :1 lkpartmcnr of Labor rqwrt.

.i\~

FARM WO~KERS

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Aslc for more_students rights
'

o up
Tasl< force gr_
es
cha,ng
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e
suQg_
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Hunting her~ never out of sea-son
One of the more profitable activities at USF~s golf
course is hunting golf balls as shown by Rodney
Fowler's bulging sock.

'Richter target
Of in-t imid-a tio·n. By Pat Allen .
Oracle Staff W ritei:
Student Government Sen.
Ken Richter, co-signer with
SG Chief Justice Roger Coe, of
the request for an injunction
that resulted in cancellation of
per,mission for a Whole Earth
Cult-sponsored . raily F;iday
a'fternoon, has repor.red that he
has been the object of threats
· ·and intimidation since the
temporary m1unct10n took
effect. ·
Coe, the man who originally
conceived the idea of seeking an
injunction against Whole Earth '
Cult-sponsored rallies ,and·
demonstrations, reported that
he has been subjected to some
name-calling.
The action of the two men
was independent . of their
affiliation with SG.
Richter said he has· received
four threats on his physical
well-bein,g, was spat ·upon once
by an SG cabinet official, has
had water thrown into his face
twice by people unknown to
him and has been the object of
numerous obsceniti~s from
supporters of anti-war
activities, Many of the offenses. were committed by stud_ents
unknown to him, Richter said.

Richter said that he is also
"saddened" by the reaction of
some of his fellow SGmembers.
The injunction request was

. By Mike Kilgore
law enforcement authorities are.
entitled to enter and search
Oracle Staff Writer
reside·n t hall rooms and
After seven months _ of
residents ' belongings. " .
meetings and occasional
controversy, the remaining I 0
The dress code, which was
members of the task force on
criticized by students and
often
The Book submitted I 0
as vague and
faculty
changes ye~rerday to Joe
unenforceable, was dropped
Howell, vice president for
completely because of
Student Affairs.
. impracticality according to
Recommendation•s on
committee memoer11 .
. amplific~tion, selection of
students to serve on
· The task force _also
disciplinary bo.a rd hearings and
recommenc;jed that students be
PHYLLIS MARSHA1.L
are
extended student rights
allowep a hearing 48 hours
... vast improvement
presently being reviewed by
after an alleged offense before
Howell and then passed on to
suspension could be enacted.
and Friday" and from 6 p.m.
MackeY:
Cecil
Pres.
Policy as stated in T he Book
until the UC closes each da y of
Committee chairman Pat
allowed students to be ·
the week.
Strong commented that their
suspended before the hearing.
Among .the expand ed
work was made easier by the
The scope of the CniYersity
walkout of three Student student rights was -a pro vision
Government members last stipulating that searches of Appeal Board was changed !o
SG · student rooms ma y be include review of any
The
month.
representatives, led by Pres. conducted only with a legal ad min is tra tive decision
affecting student organizations
Mark Adams , cited a false search warrant.
or individua_l students · in
Book
he
T
in
policy
Prior
synthesis of ideas and formed
Continued on page twelve ·
stated that " duly authorized
an alternative task force.
One of the. recommendations, amplification, long a sore
spot between students and
administration , _has already
been accepted into administration policy .

CORE leader to spealc

Roy Innis, national director
of the - Congress of Racial
The revised policy allows Equality (CORE), will speak
amplification of · sp·eakers on today at 8 p.m. in the Theatre.
T he head of CORE since
Crescent Hill from IO a.m . until
the UC closes each day of tµe_ 1968, Innis has been working
week. On . the UC mall , towards the creation of an
amplification is allowed from 2 ideology of black nationalism.
to 3 p.m. Monday, Wednesda y He advocates ,,,.,,a society m

which whites control their vital
institutions and blacks control
theirs and a nation where
neither race dominates i:he
other.
Innis is also the co-publisher ,
of "The Manhattan Tribune,"
a weekly newspaper serving
Har_lem and New York City 's
. Upper West Side.

Continued on page twelve .

Another days work

David Elman holds a membership card belonging to Jerry. Oster at the Peoples'
Produce Co-op, located east of 56th
Str.eet on Fow _ler Avenue. The co-op has ·

60 items, rnos.t ly fresh produce, with
lower prices than supermarkets because
they buy directly fro'm the Farmers ·M ·a rket .
Membership is $.1 .

I
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Shevi n: grand ju-ry· justifi ed· at U F
;..

TALLAHASSEE (UPI)-Attorney General Robert
Shevin said yesterday that
"enough questions have been
raised" to justify a Grand Jury
investigation of police action
during
the
anti-war
demonstrations at the
University of Florida May 910.
Shevin said he has made no
investigation, but feels on the

[State, .

.

Rap

basis of what he has "read and
heard" that serious questions
have been posed which ought
to be investigated to clear the
air. ·

Police arrest 2 20
in war prorest

~

-

WASHINGTON (UPI) Police using tear gas, billy
clubs and mounted forces
repulsed a rush on the
Pentagon by antiwar
demonstrators yesterday and
arrested 220, including. David
DeHinger and Father James
Groppi.
The protesters, ignoring a~
agreement to stop their
demonstration by 1:30 p.m.,
dashed in waves _ toward a
Pentagon entrance. Park police
arrested many and drove the
rest back with tear gas . 1 'he
throng then was scattered by a
counterattack of 20 mourited
park police aided by officers on
motorscoo.ters plus federal riot
squadsmen carrying clubs.

Supreme Court rulings

I

Up ·

Shevin stressed that he has
"no evidence" one way or the
other, and said he w,as merely
commenting on statements of
the State · Atto-ney that a
Grand Jury would be called to
look into it.
..
Shevin was asked about the
arrests of four newsmen
covering the demonstrations.
" If a newsman does not
follow the instruction of law
enforcement officiais trying to
maintain control, then he is
subject to the possibility of
arrest like any ·other citizen,"
Shevin said.
"If he is just reporting an
event, is not in the way or
causing a · distrubance, he
should not be rounded up just
because he is standing there,"
the Attorney General added.

enforcement officers armed
with warrants swept down on
alleged
narcotics
pushers
yesterday and arrested more
than 40 persons.
Authorities said the arrests
broke up an operation here that
amounted to - more than · $5
million in a month in stree~ sales
of heroin and marijuana.

Sunday, agents and officers
at Jacksonville arrested 13
persons and confiscated
500,000 ampheta_mine pills and
$25,000 in cash as Pc!rt of the
crackdown.
The haul of amphetamines
was said to be the largest ever in ·
Florida.

Spanish Singer and Guitarist

JUAAN ALEJANDRO
with ELIO

WASHINGTON (UPI) T he Supreme\ Court ruled
yesterday that states and .the
federal government may
compel a reluctant witness to
testify as long as they do not
use that information or
Narcotic crackdown
anyming derived from it to .
ORLANDO(UPI)-· prosecute him later.
The high court also held that Federal, State and local law
state criminal convictions · by
less than a unanimous vote of
'69 VW ·seatle 1131
12 jurors are constitutionally
permissible. That 5 to 4 ruling
was expected to facilitate
conviction of accused persons
and to speed state trials,

IN CONCERT :FRIDAY - MAY 26

Ticket Locations:

AT

HOMER .

TAMPA
Weary Fox,
Rasputins,
Sears

HESTERLY

ARMORY

ST. PETE
Rats Hole
Mo~em Music

CLEARWATER
Bellas-Hess
_ Stereo -Tap·e Shop

Tickets:

$3.50 Advance

·· SARASOTA
Two Flies High
U.S. ~ale

~ ;,t;,

_~:i,~tf'.i1,ti•

r~<

~-4.-5 0 Door

Time.:
with specia I guest
·'

John McLaughli n
with Mahavishnu Orchesti·a

'8:00 P.M.

Muddy waters?
No it's not a warning sign,
but merely a thing of · t he
past. The sign was put up
last week. to advertise this
past Saturday's "Muddy
Waters~' coricert in the USF
-gym.

Fa,culty concer,ned about new constitu_tion
would be putting ·my head on
· By Lisa Smith
the block. This is the same·
0 racle Staff Writer
reason that many of the
A c~mstitution passed for
senators
·wouldn't vote down
ratification in - the May 19
.
the
charter:
Who's going to cast
meeting_of the Faculty Senate
a
negative
vote
with the boss
has ~aused concern · among
(Mackey).
1n
the
front of the
some faculty members at USF.
room?"
- Several members · of the ·
Although Hans Juergensen ,
Teaching.a'nci Research (T &R) ,
president . of i:he . senate,
staff - charge
that
maintains that most. of the
·administrational amendment of
changes
are "wording, ' not
the o•riginal document as
substance,"seveial o.f his peers
presented by the Semite to Pres.
strongly oppose:
·
Cecil Mackey has changed its
• The
deJetion
of
major purposes and left the
instructors from the definition
resulting Faculty Senate weak.
of "General F acuity" as
"Don't quote me on this,"
estabHshed in the charter, and
one source requested, "that

·.;_FOR YOUR--:-------

_fNFQRMATfQN
Parapsychology speaker

have their current· validated fee
card to_obtain the 1.0 .

The
USF
Parapsychology
Society,· will feature Dr. Wilfred
Sisk, who will speak on "Eckankar,
.the ancient science of soul travel,"
today at 7:30 p.m.~in CHE 111.

Intern News
Students planni~g to intern in
Eng_lish education or Mass
Communication-English
education during the 1972-1973
academic year are required to
attend a meeting tomorrow at 2
p.m . in EDU 202-C and 202-D.

World affairs
The World Affairs Council will'
present a film on Jordan after the
1967 Arab-Israeli War, tomorrow
. at 2 p.m. in CTR 158.

Course changes
The following Sociology courses
will be offered this summer: SOC
261-001 Social Problems ·soc
261-901 Socia_l Problems SOC
373-901 Sociology of .Religion
SOC 373-901
Sociology . of
Religion
SOC
561-001
Criminology
SOC
563-901
Juvenile Delinquency
An additional section of Intro to
Social Welfare, SOC 301, will be
offered as well as one section of
soc 505.

Leaming La.b
The Leaming Lab is open t'rom 9
a.m_. to 9 · p.rri . , Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday; from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday and from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday. Students
may also. receive· scheduled audio
programs by dialing 974-4040.

!

· Pre-med meeting
The Pre-medical society will host
a lecture on vascular surgery
tomprrow .at 7 p.m. in PHY 141 .
Pre-medical, ·pre-dental and prevet students are invited to attend.

Student ID's
Student ID's, for those students .
who need them .for ' preregistration, will
be made in
Educational Resources. to.m orrow
from 10-11 a.m. and Thursday
from 10, 11 a.IT). Students must

the consequent exclusion of all ·
instructors from the Senate's
floo·r , ·
,
• The change in term of
office frdm two years with
possible re-election to three
years with no re-election for at
least one year,
• A major stiuplation ·added
in ·the "jurisdiction" article,
which allows the President to
present only those reports that
he sees fit, and
• Erasure of clauses whkh
insure- the Faculty Senate's
adviso_ry power to the
President.
·
.
Mackey and Carl Riggs, vice
· president for Academic Affairs,
present at the meetmg,
answered to the first two
points, referring to direct
specifications in the Board of
Regents'
Manual on the ·
instructior · issue, and saying
that a three-year term will
create "better continuity" and
facilitate _greater overturn of
T&R staff on the floor. ·
Juergensen replying to the
questions on the jurisdiction
article said, ''Some things were
reduced because the charter

~as ·getting too bulky."
have
to
_d o
inuch
"It's clearer now," he added.
compromising." - i
"Those of us who heiped write
Ratification of the charter
the constitution fought for as
will be atte-mpted this- week
through numbered ballots in
much power to the faculty as
. possible. The point is th;H we campus mail.
have a charter that t h e . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - administration ' has accepted .
'71 Porsche 414
It's by all means better than
Fully equipped and ready tc, roll.
anything suggested before. " .
' 'The . ·c harter can be
a mended,' '
Juergens.en Call Ray White
'
at 872-4841 about stressed. "I feel that we didn 't this one.

$3795

ATTENTION
.
. SENIORS
'

.

f Caps and gowns will .be ·on

sale at the Bookstore in the
_University Center May 22--26
·and May 29-J~ne 2.

I

-----·---►

II you love
CHEESECAKE,
We now have
the world's finest.
Exclusively at

RAZOR CUTS
·ttAIR STYLING
Appointments

-

· Available
.Hours

~•ily9-6
. Thurs. & Fri. 9-7t30

Chemistry Speaker -·
,

13520 UNIVERSITY PLAZA

Dr. Bert L. Vallee, of the
department of biolo.g ical che-mistry
at the Harvard Medical School Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, will
speak on ''Chemical and functional
aspects
of
metalloenzymes."
Thursday at-4 p.m. in CHE 105.

·

'-la+cr bc..d~
e,~ a "' G aa_,,

P,pes

.

~aper~
- :C.mpOr' i.. ~

.,'4-s

Faculty Senate

.

Votes for the charter of the
Faculty Senate must be received by
Dr. Hans Juergensen, in LAN 21 O
by 4 p.m. Friday. Ballots and copies
of the charter were distributed
yesterday.

~

!
I

fo~-t-e.rs

e,a~~ 1:-t.cs

Ile '°~~+ ~

I

Re.cor-d.5

i'apc=,.s
Fun

Volunteers
The Special State of · Florida
Olympics for retarded children will
be held June 3 at Jesuit High _
. School in Tampa. Anyone wishing
to donate some time to be a timer,
recorder, escort or greeter should
contact Mr. Jo;,aitis, PED 223 or
call 974-2125 .

• ~e.~ "Uh T'\C.nt.~

£ YE c.ATGHIN at AD f R..oM:
.

\\

'
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Thre~ players signed

FSU -t oughes t game for 1'972- 73 season
1

Brahman J3asket0a-ll
1972-73 Schedule

Nov. 29 Oglethorpe College (H)
Dec. 2 West Florida (H)
Dec. 7 Memphis State (A)
\ Dec. 8 North Carolina Scare (A)
· Oec. I I _Florida ·1·ech (A)
Dec. 16 Wheaton College (H)
Dec. 20 Illinois Wesleyal'l (H)
Jan. 3 Oglethorpe College (A)
Jan. 6 Gerogetown (H)
~Jan. 11 Connecticut (H)
.
Jan. 13 LSU (New Orleans) (H)
Jan. 15 The Citadel (A)
Jan. 18 LSU (New Orlean)(A)
Jan . 20 St. Johns (H) •
Jan. 24 Florida Southern (H) .
Jan. 27 Old Domonion (H)
Jan. 29 Florida State (A)
Jan. 30 Florida A&M (A)
Feb. 2 West'FJo;ida (A)
' Feb. 5 South Alabama (H)
Feb. 11 St, Louis University (A)
Feb. 14 Rollins (A)
Feb. 17 Mercer (A)
Feb. 19 Birmingham Southern (H)
Feb. 24 Armstrong State (H)

~

The USF Golden Brahmans
have announced their 1972-73
basketball schedule and the
signing of three more players
on NCAA scholarships.
Thirteen home and 12 road
games are scheduled · for the
Brahmans, including a
Tallahassee meet Jan. 29 with
·the number t·wo nationally·
ranked team in · the . nation,
Florida State University.
According
to B~ahman
Coach Don Williams, the
schedule may be more of a
challenge than this yea r's,
when the first varsity team
totaled an 8-1 7 record.
· Two 6-7 forwards have been
signed by Williams for the ·
1972-73 season.
Mike Reid of Boardman
(Youngstown),
Ohio and
Phil Shelp of Janesville, Wisc.

The future Business
Administration major was
named to the National JC
Athletic Association_ Region
· XII All-tourney team and also
gained l:iigh-socoring honors in
JOID
two other freshmen averaged 17 rebounds _per the same tournament.
T.he men join freshman
recruits signed earlier this game.
recruits
6-8 forward Tim Dietz
spring.
Shelp · was twice named
of
Michigan
and 6-2 guard
,Reid averaged 16 points and player -· of - the - week in
.13 rebounds per game this year Wisconsin and both UPl and Dwight Slaughter of
and shota 52 percentfield goal ~ AP named him to the all-state California, and junior college
transfers 6-6 forward Willie
mark and averaged 72 per cent first team.
from the charity line.
The- other signee is· the third Daniels of_Oklahoma and 6-3
He plans to major in business JC transfer to 10m the guard Jack James from Texas.
administration or . political Brahmans, 6-1 guard, Edward
science at USF.
Miller.
Shelp, who is undecided
'69 Toyota Corolla
Miller, who.hails from Niles, about his USF studies, but who
Mich., averaged 17 points per Equipped with radio, heater, driven
very few miles, and priced at only
has a 3 .6 7 high school GPR,
game to lead Southwest
Michigan JC to an 18-1.J
ave_raged 22.8' points per game
Call Randy Seller~ about this one .
record. ·
this season.
872-4841
He had a field goal
percentage of 52 .1 and
9556 FLORIDA AVENUE
TAN.PA, FLORIDA 33.612

, The 19 72-7 3 schedule includes
13 home and 12 road games.
Brahman Coach
Don Williams

$1095 -

Championship s underway

Beta 3East scores softba II -u pset

NORTH GA TE ANIMAL CLINIC
J

.
MATTHEW J. TOIA, ·D.V.M.
VETERINARY MEDICINE AND SURGERY

in four runs, while secondBeta 3 East · predicts a
At 5:30, winners of the first
"definite. win" today when it
baseman and team coach- Eric and third games play winners
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
TWENTY-FOUR HOUR
Potlock hit two for two TUIJS for the second and fourth' for .
plays the Space Cadets .in the
Mon.-Fri. 9-1 4-8
TELEPHONE SERVICE
and two scores.
quarter finals of the Intramural
' the finals pairing, tomorrow at
Closed Sat. & Sun.
(8,2) 935-3490
Softball · ·
Campus ·
4:15.
. . - - . . - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - -. .
In other league action, Alpha
Championship.
In the staff league, the
lEast bested 2West 21-6.
3East scored an underdog 7Wonder
3 \·ictory over 2East yesterday
Warthawgs play
to r t he B eta Le a g u e
Complete Foreign and Domestic
Clutch-hitting by Dennis CHemistry and the Counseling
Championship.
Ma~tin and s·parkling outfield Center plays Mean Green.
Car Repair and Service
P itcher John Pecora and left- plays by Keith Belzeski spelled
'69 Volkswagen Squareback
r1elder Byran Geer were
victory for the league
· Finish diamond blue with light blue incredited with the upset,' while championship · team, but a
terior, low mileage, 4-speed transmis28 Years Experience
shonfield .\ like Chanzes and
spokesman for the floor said,
sion, radio, leatherette interior .
c-a tcher John Sullivan were . "it was our over-all team
All Malces, All Models
Call Brian Billingham at 872-4841
instrumental in the defensive defen se that did it today and
Ov,i r 75 Volbwag~ 11 ·, to ,el«c. t from ..., jfh 10_0•~
Phone 971-9161 13614 Nebraska, Tam pa
wm.
will do it again tomorrow. "
. .
© 1972 J~s. Schlitz .Brewing Co., Milwaukee and other great cities.
Geer hit three times batting
In action today, Alpha 1East
GEMINI ,
plays Kappa Sig, the l ·etracans
MAY 21--JUNE 20. '
play the Andros league~inner,
and A TO plays the Primos at

Henry's

FAST SERVICE

.

$1799

warranty ,

.

New IM sports
recommende·d
by an students

lntramurals operations ·will
. be discussed Weqnesday at 7
p.m. in UC 20(
Students ·are . ehcouraged to
go to the meeting and express
concerns, make -~hanges, and
generally n; view IM ·c;,ffice
operations.
Most importantly, new·
intramural sports will be
-proposed during this meeting.
One representative
per
•student organization will be
given voting privileges
according to Dr: Nelson
Butler.

4:15.

USF Boosters
to elect-,o fficers
I

The USF Booster Club will
hold a meeting Wednesday
night at 7:30 to elect officers for
the 19 72-73 basketball season.
Also on the agend·a will .be a
consideration to adopt a
constitution and by-laws.
The meeting will be at .the
Pepin Distributing Company ,
5420 N. 59th St.

The greatest
PUT ONS in town!
on by those higher priced stores
and we'll put you back on happy feet.
The prices a re right too. So your wallet
you as _m uch as
feet do.

-,....-.-,r..~

Schlitz Malt Liquor
··
.
is brewed bold for you, Gemini.
Bothof you.
Gemini, there's ~o denying the two diverse·sides
of your personality. Sometimes it's difficult
to tell where reality ends and illusion begins.
.
_ _ Whatever your mood, you recoil from monotony.
Which 1s why you get along so well with Schlitz Malt Liquor,
Taurus the Bull. Schlitz Malt Liquor is the distinctive drink
with a boldness that never lets you down .
. Taurus the BuU-is good company for both of you . Because
Schlitz Malt Liquor i s never routine .
·

Nobody mcikes malt.liquor lik- Schlitz. Nobody. ·
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Iota I tops
in track meet
- More than 1,000 students
participated in the men's IM
track and field meet this
weekend and Iota I led all teams
with a total of 83 points . .
The Gold League was led by
Sigma Nu which totaled 73
points, followed by SAE with
40.5, PIKE with 29.5, A TO
with 17, Sig Ep with 12 , TEP
with -2, and the Phi Del ts with

.A

·V ·

Kappa Sig led the Green
League with 65 .5 points,
narrowly edging TEK which
had 64 points. Lambda Chi had
40.5 and Delta Tau Delta
rounded out the league with 23 points.
· In the Alpha League, 4West
scored 60 points, followed by lEast with 36, ·2East with 23,
and 3West with 13 .
4East led the Beta League
with 72 points, while 2East
followed with 50, and 1East
finished with -11 .
)"he Primos led the
independent league with 45
points fotlowed by Delta
Sigma Pi with 38 points.

by John Brill
Orac1e Sports Wri~er

.
University State Bank (USF soccer team) won first place after ·
the all-day Florida West Coast Soccer League Invitational Soccer
Tournament, here Sunday.
. USF ·won four straight games to enter the finals against
Clearwater, where the defending champion Brahmans won 5-2. _
USF beat Brevard Soccer Club, Clearwater and Miami-Dade
o.n its way to asemi-fin~l 1-0 victory of the University of Florida.

Cross-country runner
Coswell DePeiza captured the
Ours~anding Athlete Award at
the Annual ·_Sports A ward Banquet Firday night at the
UC Ballroom.

1539 S. DALE MABRY
. PH. 253-0319

"We servic;e what we sell"

interior,

m--._..._.._.~
We SOl..l1d better.·

John Hartford and Do.ris Abrahams
Friday, May 26, 1972 in
LAN 103
2 Shows - 8 P.M. & 10:30 P.M. •
Tickets Available at
•
U.C. Desk for $J.25 with •
Student, Falcuty and Staff' I.D . . •
~pon_sored by University Center

• •....
•~:-++~

•

•

This was ·usF's seco~"d consecutive champicinship and winds
up the season for the Brahman hooters until regular NCAA play
in t_h e fall.

.THE BETTER HALF ,
• ~· •.;.;.<

3 DAY

_Coswdl's majorcompetitio~
came from swimming star
Ric k e . · M o_r eh ea d a-r~ d
roundballer Arthur Jones.
Jones, a 6-5 _forw~rd from
Mulberry, received awards for
_Best Field Goal Percentage,
Free-Throw Award ~nd Most
ValuaQie Play-e/ ·
Since cross-country has been
phased our at _USF, this year's
outstanding athlete will run for
University of Florida on a
cross-country scholarship m
the fall.

STEREO CENTER

IN CONCE.RT

Holcomb listed Clearwater as the "surprise of the tournament. "
They lost their last five games of the year, but displayed fine
st;ength in the tourney . C_learwa rer reached the finals with a 2-1
triumph over Tarpon Springs.

DRAFT
·BEER

•

Over 75 VW' s 10 ,elect k om with 100~•-worronty.

Florida was the only new ream in_ the tourney . The eight: teain
tournament included non-league members, Breyard, Orlando and
Miami-Dade .

Party Room Available

SUNCOAST

$1195

The two division leaders then played the second place club in
· the other divison to determine the finals contestants.
This was the third year for the tournament and the "strongest
field" was here this year, according to the USF ·coach ·Oan
Holcomb.
·

DePeiza named
best-of--1he:.yea r

-

·vou don'thave to spend a fortuf)e to
own the world's IT\9st expensive
~tereo equipment. Get the new Marantz
Moclel 1030 stereo control console
~mplifier, conservatively ..rated at
30 watts continous RMS power and
packed with exclusiv!l Marantz featu res. And get a pair of great-sounding
Marantz 2-way Imperial 5 speaker
. systems. This fantastic combination
would cost you $327 if you bought
the components separately. Now it's ·
system-priced at just $287!

Call Rene Rontani about this one
872-4841

Tarpon Springs came out on top in its division by whipping
Florida, Orlando and San,1sota-McDiII.
·

DePeiza

·U

Save.$40.00
On This All-New,
All-Marantz Stereo
Component Package !

'68 1132 Volkswagen
Radio, heater, leatherette
automatic transmission .

.A

·cro. o • -~\.

-7.

·Boote rs talce FWCSL Invitational .

.·

_ ,'""=': ,_ ---:-·

I

SALE
20%0FF

.

Skinny .Rib Knits
s3. 99 2/$7 .oo

.Al~
- PIZZA-10206 N. ·3 0th St.
PHONE: 971-1410

•

Vecice and Quiet
· Appearing -Nightly
Wednesday the 24th
thru Sundqy the 28th
50 ( at the door

Short Sleeve Dress

SHIRTS

-i
, . . . ,. I
'

1.,

;_

I

_ __ ~

Ph 971-4254

·HOURS
.'

$

2.99

. fff¥ ·,1 f- ~-,
1

INIIIAIIEAIWD

111-iB!Cd

10-s

I
7

L&.UJ1,"
~-

10 24 l\i. 30th S t .
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AJejandro : foll< sing ing
with a dash of Mex ico
F ive years ago Time-Life -singer has won awards from
International of Mexico lost a fes tival prizes to the "Aguila de
bright, black-eyed computerAmerica" (American Eagle)
programmi n g
student . for his· promotion of Mexican
employee.
Art in the United States. •
And five years agq Juan
Prob~bly his most ho no red
Alejandro picked up his gu itar prize is an intangible one,
to focus fiis efforts on a love no however, simply remembered
joq h~d · ever overridden fo r as the personal in vitation
him- song..
ext~nded to Alejandro from U
Since then , the Mexican T hant, Secretary G eneral of
the United__Nations '(U ), to
play in the " B~isas do Orono "
festival in t~ UN building.
Musically tinted with the
styles of Joan Baez and Peter,
Paul and Mary, whom he
admires , A lejandro-'s personal
sty le is --- never co'mpromised ,
and retains a unique Mexican
flavor.

"The Night of January
16th" opened with a full house
last night in Centre Stage,
TAR 120.
The courtroom drama by _
A yn Rand centers on a murder
trial in which the jury is
selected from the audience .
T his · jury , by its verdict,
determine·s the outcome of the
play.
The ·Student Honors
Production will play today and
Wednesday at 8 · p .m.
Admission is free.

The Departments of Music
and Theatre Arts have
combined forces into a spirited
and ·· musically
disciplined·
production of Mozart's " The
Marriage of Figaro. "
The choice by the directors
to present "Figaro" reflects an·
understanding of the musical

WUSF·tY6
Tuesday
3 :00 Special of the Week. "Black
Mesa ." (C}
4:30 Self-defense for Woman.
(r.C)
5:00 Science is Fun.
5 :30 Sesame Street.
6:30 Sports Roundtable.
7:00 Chemistry 212.
7:30 Chemistry 213.
_
.
8:00 Net PlayhQuse. "Great Radio
Comedians." (C)
Wednesday
3 :00 Playhouse New York. (C)
4:30 Gift of Breath.
5 :00 Generation
5:30 Sesame Street (C)
6:30 Great Decisions. (C)
7:00 Black America: Lo-st, Strayed
or Stolen. (C)
7:30 Involvement.
_
8:00 The Advocates. (C)
Thursday
3:00
4:00
4:30
5:00
6:30

Soul. (C}
Insight.
Guitar. Guitar. (r.£C)
Science is Fun.
New Communication s

in

Jazz.
7:00 Chemistry ~12. (YOU)
7:30 Chemistry 213. (YOU)
· a:OO Vibrations. (C)
Friday
3:00 David Susskind Show. (C)
4:45 Film Feature.
5:oo ·A Public Affair/Election '72.
(C)

5:30
6:30
7:00
8:30

Sesame Street. (C)
Magic Mexico.
Sports Special.
Vibrations.(r,C)

Aiejandro w ill perform
Wednesday at 8: 30 p .m. in
FAI-:I 101 , and T hursday at
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. in the
Busines.s Auditorium. Student
tickets are $ 1 and general
admission tickets are $2.

.

l<au fman .n -t o Judg e
Kaufmann, who authored
Poet and author Donald
'
'
Norman
·Mailer : The
Kaufman · of USF 's English
Countdown," plus numerous
department, ' is serving on a
three-member panel of judges. critical articles~ and poetry , is
eminently qualified for his
to determine winners in the
first annual Florida· Poetry
judge's role.Joining him on the
Contest, sponsored by · the
panel will be Jean West
Department of English, Flo.rida · MacKenzie
from
Cornell
Technical University -(lt'TU) .
University , ~nd Dr. Edmund
More than 2,500 entries
Skellings, " the electronic poet"
were received from throughout
from Florida Atlant ic
the United States and Canada,
University 'r Dade C enter.
according to contest o fficials.
Results of the final judging will
VWs TO:P $$$PAID!!· '

'The Marr iage of _
F igaro ':
Spir ited, yet d.i scip lined
By Robert Mears
Special to The Oracle

A lejandro ·_ made his first
break in the United States
where he played . in such
Mexican and Spanish clubs as
" P ancho Villa ," " La Hacienda
La Paloma" and " La Fonda
Del Sol. "
<
Although audience size is
unimportant to him, Alejandro
prefers nigh t clubs . to
resta urants
because
the
attention span is better m a
night club situation .

capabilities of the . University
k:>rces .
Many small opera companies
have unfortunately attempted
grand opera when a high
quality opera calling for fewer
in numbers and a smailer stage
scale wo\lld have been · more
complimentar y to their forces .
This USF production presents
a good opera with sufficient
singers and musicians to fill its
requirements.
The principal singers all
m a n a g e·
co n v I n c I n g
·characterizations and meet the
vocal chores. The strength of
the opera rests in its vocal
ensem bles and the singers make
these the highlights of the
production. A stylistically
small chorus supports the opera
with balanced enthusiasm and
choral unity.

Multi-a rt show
b(!gins today
Works by studio faculty
members of the University of
South Florida Visual Arts
Department will be on exhibit
in the Library Gallery today
through June 23 .
Twenty-thr ee faculty
members have been invited to
enter one per artist in the
exhibition sponsored by
Florida Center for the Arts.
The show will include
paintings, prints, sculpture,
photography, ceramics and
drawings.
A coffee reception is planned
for today from 8-9 p.m. in the
Library Gallery.
Library Gallery hours are
,Mon.-Sat., 10 a.m.-1 p.m., 2-5
p.m.;_ Sun., 1-5 p.m.
tioni~g·, ~hite side wall tires.

$2199
Call Dale Vied at 872-4841
Ove r 15 VW'a te Hlect frem wilh 110•·• worronty .

Except · for an occasional
overpowering of the singers by
the orchestra , ·director
Hoffman manages to produce a
clean, . vigorous orchestral
sound. The musicians maintain
the opera despite the 3-hour
length.
be announced during, ~nnual
,
The settings overcome the Honors Day of the FTU
theater's small stage by using campus, May 30.
light, fanciful sets that reflect
the opera 's satirical wit and ..,
comedy of manners.
From Our New
"The Marriage of Figaro "
will . continue its Main Stage ·
presentation May 25 through ...
Carrot-Apple Salad
May 27.

i
i

UNUSUAL .i
MODERN
I
HOME! i.
*
*
*

Large Bedroom
Fireplace
Stereo

I

. LINDELL
VOLKSWA(; EN INC.

1·

l

SPRING MEN·U

i

. Carrots, apples, raw cashews,
raisins, dressed in homemade
mayo_naise

..75<
Fruit Smoothie
A

thick icy summer refresher
made with four types of fresh
fruit, fruit juice, honey and ·
crushed ice.

Try Our New
Summer Banana

Salad

OFFER

$5500

-.,•

WE FEED YOUR BODY, MIND AND SPIRIT

:

5326 E. BUSCH BL VD.
TEMPLE TERRACE
988-3008
OPEN 11-9
Monday - Saturday

10914 N. Nebraska Ave.
4502 Gandy Blvd., Tampa

'
Accen
t on. Sports

9228 N. 56th Street

Temple Terrace
988-7047

To All USF Students :
We appreciate · the ·business received from the USF students
during our ~pening two months._We will continue to try .and make
this your type of store for all sportswea r and sporting goods.

10% .Discoun t to
USF STUDENTS

I

3900 W. Kennedy Blvd .
Phone 872-4841

i1~L..--_._65_<_-------I
i THE NATURAL KITCHEN

LIMITED

MUSTANG
MOBILE HOMES

Any Model or Year!!

I
i
I
I
I
I
,i
I
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Cl as s-if ied AdsTravel
Opportu nities
"SPANISH Lt.'GE D' '-8 days.
.Carthena, Santa Marta Columbia. inclusive vacation from Miami, June
24th from $229. Call Bob 974-2695 .
GO TO EUROPE- :l"ampa-LondonTampa $215.J une 17, return Sept. 2. ·
For information s.ee David, Soc. 301.
J AMAICA PROJECT - 18 days,
Aug. 13-30. 5 or 6 hrs. credit. $3 1U.
Deposit of $150 due by June_i 5. Limir
20. Appiy now. Off-Campu.s Term
Program. FAO 130, 2536.

This is your LEV I sto re. We hav~
denim & corduro ys in regulars &
BELLS. Also, boots shirts & Western
hats. Only 10 min. fro m campus.
Bermax Western Wear 8702 Nebraska .
.CA RSO N OPTICAL-1 1710 Fla .
Ave., 935-7854 . Eyeglasses RX:
Sunglasses & photography; plastic or
hardened lenses made. Gold wire
frames - & fas hion ed frames.
Duplicare brok en lenses & repair frame.
GUITAR! Old, hand-made m
Valencia. G ood condition $225 . VW
Bug 1969 with ' 3 8 Ford body conv .
new tires & engine $1550. Ph . 9851792.

Weddings PHOTOGRA PHER alsc
invitations for all occasions. After 6 call
621-1607
Quality typing in my home. An y kine!,
especially medical. From yournores or
Stenorette tape. Call 988-7763
evenings.

65 Mustang convertible, new top, new
tires, runs good , look s nice. $525 or
best offer. Ph . 872-6326.
19 57 imperial with hemi-engine run s
good , new battery, inspected, ready to
go . •$ 125. Ph. 935-7121, 935-7718 .
See at -13643 Fla . Ave.

FROM

NATIONWIDE BUSINESS
MACHINES
4043 W. Kennedy ---Blvd.
879-44 39
877-19 68

Mobile Homes
1971 C onco rd Trailer for sale. l 2x602 bed rooms, large bath, sha·g carpet,
$200 down & ass ume payments. Large
lot available for rent. Located in Land
O ' Lakes. 949-5 762.

Motorcycles
& Scooters
Fotsale - Benelci 250. Asis,$ 135 . Call
988-9.2(;2°

JOBS

Real Estate

FULL
TIME
SUMMER .
EMPLOYM ENT $3 hr, CA R
necessary. ALCOA has openings
anywhere in Florida . Neat appearance
for interview . Call. 988-9151.
I student needed for Overseas
Information Center-prefe r have
international travel experience. See
now fo r work Qrr. 1, 71. SOC. 301see David.
EXTRA PAY! All former military
personnel earn $50 per month & ·more
for 12 hours work in the Naval
Res.erve. Call Bill Van Dyke, 2233826.
Male-Female help wanted your choice
of hours-cooks and waitresses. Call
23 8-12.12, 971-5804 or come in Pizza
Hur 3405 E. Hillsboro Avenue .

Years of planqing produced this dream
nouse. Many unique featu res included
in this house with 4 BR, 2 baths, builtin stove, dishwasher, garbage disposal,
fireplace, central air-heat, completel y
carpeted, large covered patio , double
carport, fenced yard , extra storage_
building . Near USF. $3 0,000 . 988·
8459.

Personals

ECONOM ICAL
TRANSPORTAJ lON 6 7 Karmann
G hia convertible, radio $595 . 68
Renault R 10, 4 dr. sedan $495 .
TEMPLE PORSCHE-A U DI 6305
E. Hillsboro , Ph. 621-2054 .

For Rent

Services Offered
TYPING, fast neat, acc~rate Spelling
coi;rected no extra charge. l'N ina Schiro;·
11110 N . 22nd St. 971 -21 39 .· If no
answer 235-3261.

_· SAVE ON
POR1' ABLES AT
NATIONWIDE

Automo tive
1968 T o yota Corona-good tires-nice
condition. Will rake any fair offer. Ph:
251 - 748 1, office; 988-1280, after 5:00
p.m.
1965 VW Van $250 . Must sell.
Contact George 97 1-1226. I 3 722
15th St. Apt. C.
.

'65 Sunbeam Alpine-Tonuea cover.power disc brakes, radio, & heater.
ls the fund to send the USF student
Excellent condition $725. Call 971 Government to Hanoi round trip .or
8126.
one way? Whynotsend themoneway ,
32 pass . school bus converted to
then decide if we ~nt them back.
completely self-contained camper. 65
SINGLES over 21, join the Singles
rebuilt ,6 cyl. eng . Must be seen to
Paradise weekend May 26, 27, 28 .
appreciate. Best offer-must sell. 754Attend any or all: parties eve·ry night,
273 7, Plant City , anytime.
skiing, sailing, bonfires . At C~useway ·
1968
red T riumph Spitfi re. Runs grear, '
Inn , Tampa - 251-3030.
looks good . As king $900. Will
consider all reasonable offers. 83 9Misc. for Sale
2892 evenings, weekends. Keep
trymg .
·Folk guitar with case. Almost new.
Must sell 68 VW , sunroof, automacic
Excell~nt condition. $75. Bev 974-- - goq__d tires,
runs fi ne. $950. or best offer
6285 Rm . 126.
988-145 7, after 5:3 0 or 8732 N. 46th
St., Tampa A pt. / I.
Ampeg ." Colossus" guitar amp. Four
442
Olds, 1968-dark blue w/ black
Alrec · Lansing speakers Bra11d new
interior,airco nd, AM/ FM radio, hu rsr
-conditio-n. (list $ 1 WO) Will sell-S495.
shift. Top running cond . $1500 . 971_Call weekdays after 8 p.m . 971-6810 ..
6611.

You have been asking WHEN? The
1ow
answer is NOW!
we are
accepting summer leases .& reserving
Apes. fo r the fa ll quarter. Burlington
Arms Apts. Comer of Skipper Rd . &
43rd Sr. Ph. 971-7247 or 971-6()3 7. ·
I or 2 femal e roommates needed tu
share lg. 2 BR apt. for summer at V ilia
Capri, $160 mo . rent. Call Pam 97127 1}.
.
Duplexes for renr-2 bedroo m,
furnished $ 14:.0 mo . 13112 23rd Sr.
Between Fletch.er and 13 f sr Ave. Has
carport and yard. Starting June 6th.
971-3 24 7,
Sub-lease at W.T. Wards $ 110/tno .
Furn. carpet , A/ C, sliding glass door
opens to paradise with pool. Call N ick
at 935-4074 after 6 p.m. or I 08-B at
15th St.
Canterbury Apes. 103 Floral Ur. Lrge
2 BR, furn. orunfurn .WW carper.AC,
1!1 electric, near l-75 and USF.
Available for summer or reserve one
for fall. Cil 932-2310.
Female roommate to share luxury 2
bed rm 2 bath apt. $95 a monrh . Call
971 -427 5 or 971-589 3 Cambridire
Square.

21-Day Cultural T our

JACKSON'S

Only $900.00 from
New York City to Nigeria

BICYCLE STORE
114 BUFFALO AVE.
1-75 South to Buffalo Exit

August 21, 1972
to
September 11, 1972

HOURS 9-5 6 DAYS
PHONE 232-0661

• . COLUMBIA
• RALEIGH
• KALKNOFF
• JO,ANOU
• MONT ARINO • MURRAY

GITANE
IS HERE

Earn 6
Credit Hours

MEN'S & WOMEN'S
10-SPEEDS
15-SPEED TOURING
TUBULARS

.1••····
········ ·~····· ········ ········ ·······.
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•
'

:
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•

:
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Is n'o t the navy a profession with a unique challenge
most men never dream' of, an adventure only a few

:
•

•
:
••
••

•
•
•
•
•

have experienced and .a sense of satisfaction that only
.those involv,ed can .realize?
.
Become a na'(y flyer . in your country's navy and
affilici-te with ·a sm~II and -close-knit group of young
men who have conquered the ·s kies from the decks of
ships at sea .
··
If you have a · degree, are workin.g toward one, in

:
,, •
:
•
: ·
•

good health have good vision and believe you are a bit
more adventure54?me than most, call or write a navy

•

:

pilot.

•••

. He will talk with you honestly and infor~ally, take
y·ou flying in a . naval aircraft, and help · you set your
course in i:onquering your skies and your world .

:

Adv entu re

•

•e ·
:
•
:

•

·:

•
:
:
·- •

••••

.

,

_LT. TIM HAYES, OFFICER/PI LOT
59'01 SW 74th St.
Miami, Fla. 33143
(305) 665-3071

•

••• ·
•

:
•

••
.:

•
:
:
•

••

It must be twenty years since the place w~s
painted. But you won't be able to tell it
when the job's done. And while you 're
working, the great taste of Coca-Cola
keeps everybo dy happy.

II H's the _real thing. Coke.

...

.

.

'..............................,........ ····••91!' ---------------------------------·----- ----- ----- ~
•

.

•

Bollled under lhe a'u 11>on1y 01 The Coca. Cola Company by

Tam pa Coco -Colo Bottlers
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. Adams may file Student Court Injunction

Senate group calls reapportion· ·meeting
By Pat Allen
Oracle Staff Writer

cooperated_ to call a special
reapportionment meetmg,
tonight
acting
" independently" of Pres. Mark Adams '
-threat of a Student Court

injunction to order them to do
the same.
"The senators • made their
own decision because they are
responsible senators," SG

Clerk Marty .Zaino said request for an m1unct10n
against the legislature to limit it
yesterday.
The senators called their to only consideration of
Stud e nt
Sixteen
" own session, realizing that the reapportionment pending the
Government senators have
question of reapportionment outcome of tonight's session.
must be settled by -tomorrow
"We are fully prepared to go
nig_h t in order to get it il'l before
the studen~s - in referendum · to the · Student Co u rt
form by next week, " Zaino Wednesday and ask them to
Contin1,1ed from page five
Coe said the injunction was . think the people who led th ~
e n J.o in
t h e ' I e g is I a t u r e
said.
demonstration in the ·•streets
made with good inte~tions, he aimed primarily at the k':r:ielay
permanently
and to draw up
will answer that need," he said.
rally.
said.
Seven
days
notice
i·
s
required
reapportionment if the
. Regard ing permanent court
Coe and Richter explained tq
before a referendum can be leg is la ture does not act
' 'Every time: the· Whole action, Coe said, "We're just
T he Orc!-cle the inter;it of the
conducted, "in order to give decisively . tonight, " Adams
Earth Cult had held a ·· rally, · going to wait ana see. "
injunction and their reasons for
students
a chance to make a said. .
they 'd gone to the streets," he
Richter said he was •
requesting It.
mature
decision,
" he said.
said.
· '
"incredibly stunned" that the
They sail the 'injunction
T h e reapportionment
Coe added he is' 'vehemently court granted the injuncti_on.
Sixteen senators-must_sign a session will convene at 7:30
prohibits the Cult from using
opposed " to civil disobedience The outcome of the injunction
petition to call a special session.· p.m. in UC 203 .
University
prqperty or
and
to
the
war..
And,
he
said,
is
that
it
made
a
"very
good
Zaino said -that three others,
facilities, and frqm conducting
"the
war
is
not
going
to come
point,"
he
said.
·
whose . signatures were no·t
" illegal,
disruptive
to
an
end
because
of
w
hat
"It
look
ed
lik
e
the
le;i~ers
of
needed,
had also expressed
demonstrations. " The group
people
do
in
the
streets
in
the
demonstration
were
getting
·
their
willingness
to sign: the
A Unique Card
can, however, continue to
Tampa
."
carried
away
from
the
anti-war
petition.
sponsor peaceful gatherings
& Gift Shop
He
viewed' ' the cause
to
a · police
without amplification.
· Adams said he is holding his
Close to U.S.F. '
demonstrations as alienating confrontation," he said .
Coe said that: after a
"The
dem·
o
nstrators
knew
,
the
public.
temporary resfraining order .
Reasonable Prices
'70 VW 3611 Squareback
very
well
that
they
did
invite
"Itgives
the
public
the
was served or:i Pres. • Cecil
Equipped with radio, heater, leatherchoice of"identifying with the violence on . campus by
ette interior, priced at only
,. Ma cke y, the ·· original
p?ople in the streets or with confronting the police ,' ' he
injunction was modifie~f and
Richard Nixon," he said .
said.
clarified " to the satisfaction of
Call Rip Sewell about this one , 872-4841
''The
prim~ry
effect
rather
Richter said that USF
75
, •l•,:t fror,i ..., ,,h 100 °'0 wo :ranly.
both parties." He said the two
than
to
end
the
war,
has
been
students
Gary
Jones
and
requests differed primarily in
quite the ~ opposite . effect--to . Charles Caro accompanied him
wording.
II you love
giv_e free rein, " he said.
and Coe when they requested
i
CHEESECAKE,
i
It's a question of whetherthe , the injunction_ Frida y.
.
.
.
We no'-'r h.aye
ann-war movement ,s gomg to
Richter said he will j
the
_w orld s finest. ,
be led by the "rad icals in the
withdraw h.is name if Coe seeks
Exclusive!y at streets" or throu gh legal, a permanent injunction.
Continued from page five
political alternatives, he sa id.
" I would not like to see a
~I;u;;,-..
"'i,.___-3---= ;:t, '
addition to hearing appeals
Coe said tha.t to him, the
permanent injunction," he said.
fro m the U niversit y
intent of 'the injunction is twoPhone 971-7432
"I think the atmosphere has
SHOPPES i·'{} ,'
Disciplinary Board.
,
.
"
fold.
changed , "that attitudes have
Open 8:30-6:00
The University Disciplinary
First of all, he agrees with
changed over the weekend. "
Fletcher Ave. at 22nd .St.
3949 W. Kennedy
Boa rd will also undergo
Richter that it provided a
1,,.--1......,,_.~-·.....,......,.,_...........:o
.. changes if the task forces ' "cooling off" period, a period
recommendations are accepted.
"of regaining various factions
T he committee recommended
that might otherwise jo in it, " in
that students on
the Richter 's words. Coe said that
Disciplinary Board be selected it functioned to quell pot~ntial
from a group including two civil disobed ience and :violent
. recommended by each college demonstrations.
council and two recommended
The second intent, to Coe, is
by SG.
more
longterm
and
In the section · on Offenses philosophical.
The GA-308. manual turntable is a new ·twospeed
, single play record player complete
and Policies, the task force
"I think it is important to
with
integrated
tone arm , slide-out phono
decided the prosecution of an provide viable alternatives for
cartridge
mounting
plate, stylus overhang
attempt to obtain drugs was not people in the community who
adjustment gauge and hi ng ed dust cover
legal unless drugs actually were are opposed to the war. l don 't
with open play position . ·
obtained, sold or possessed .
The drive system of the GA-308 is

_.Injunction

SUBURBANETTE
Beauty Salon

$2099

Q .,.,n

&

VV/'110

, . . . _ . . . . . _ . . . -. , _ , . _ . , _ , . , _ . , , _ , . . . . . 11.-.., ►,

l

Tasl< ·Force·

i
i

I
I
!

I

I
I

Gift Shop

CARDS
CANDLES
JEWELRY

I

!

I

PHILIPS
TURNTABLE

Accepting Summer Leases .,.~

MODEL

.GA-308

·.JJurltngtnn Arms

f
·i~ ·_ :·. i

.[!,lAp_a_rtmmt• !'c:-~

_ . 1 - 2 BEDROOM _
LUXURY APARTMENTS ":~~; !

j

QUIET WOODED
. · ·j
SURROUNDINGS
·. _;: ·)
2 Minutes From
.: · j>
Univer~ity_ of Sout~ Florida :

.

i.

r:\ _

; • All Electric Kitchen 1
~ • Laundry facilities
· ..
: .
. . I D rated lntenorsrs
{; : ~:~lr~:u~!u ~::pet
f • Spacious Rooms
i • Pool Privleges

-~

·
~

•

\

-

1

-o • .•

h~\·~-~
~

,:

-J

l 4603 • 43rd Street
~-·
(Skippei:: Road & 43rd
.
Street)
~-.. .
··,.
,
71 -6637 ·-=,:
:Phone· 971 ~7247 ~r 9
, --~:

·j

This
unique turntable . is
available now for only:

$94.50

uniquely· simple. An advanced design dynam ic.ally balanced, low-speed synchronous motor is matched in operating param- eters to the GA-308's record platter mass .
The motor is shock-isolated on the turntable
sub-chassis independently of the GA-308's
free-floating, platter /tone arm suspe11sion .
The complete separation of motor and platter plus elastic belt decoupling, effectively
filters out vibration. Flutter and rumble are
reduced to a level below that inherent in
many records.
At the end of a record-, the GA-308's in·tegrated tone arm lifts automatically and the
motor switches off. Tone arm cueing is hydraulically damped for slow drop to prevent
stylus damage.
The low-mass tone arm with low-friction
bearings anticipates tracking require·ments
for present and future phono cartridges. It is
easily balanced and an integral, sliding
gauge on the tone arm provides accu_rate
stylus force without r:ieed for separate measurement. The . anti-skate bias control has
separately calibrated scales for biradial/
elliptical and spherical styli.
The GA-308 manual turntable combines
basic mechanical designs and functions into
an attractive, silent and convenient instrument for faithful record reproduction at
modest c-ost. Styling with teakwood trimmed
case, smoky hue dust cover and . non-reflective satin finish of metal surface quietly
complements any decor.
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More open-ings expecte d· in engine ering
,,
.Althou'gh some specialties in, •. economical "and ecologicat
Employme·n t
Percenta·g e Change
Occupational Group
the engineering field are. a little
pressures in this field. They are
(millions)
,
"tight" as far as jobs are
quite enthusiastic when they
Q
~oncemed right now, the .. come out but their balloon is
1980
·1968
.
. .
profession should ·open -up . soon blown up ·by reality.
all occupations
95.1·
75.9
considerably with exceptions
+25
"Many don't really know
for · graauates over the next
what area of engineering they
professional
.
15.5
1Q~3
+50
decade, said spokesmen for ·
,
want to get into until after they
&
technical
·
.
major engineering firms .in the
have graduated," said E.T.
-7.7
11.1
service workers
Bay area.
Henry, s_ecretary treasurer of
+45. ..
"The fields where wo:k will ··· Heidt & Associates, ·lnc.
12.8 •'.. 17.3
clerical workers
+35
..
be ha.rd to getoverthe.nextfew
"By and large, they don't
:
4.6
6,.0
slaes
workers
·
years will be in aerospace and
+30
_know · what they are r:eally
·~
electronic engineering;'' said
g~tting into for a couple of
managers~
officials
9.5
7.8
+22
James Sawyer, chief engineer
years," said Sawyer. Seckinger
& eroerietors
of J.E. Greiner Company, Inc.
mentioned that a graduate is
10.0
12.2
craftsmen & foremen
+22
Civil; environmental , and
less likely to accept restraints of
sanitary engineers will also. be
priv~te household
authority."
1.7
2.0
+15
.
in high demand in the next few .
The firm spokesmen highly
workers .
years, he said. His statements
praised USF's engineering
15.4
14.0
agreed with several other
department for providing a
+10
. o~eratives
engineers of.other firms around
good education iri that
3.6
3.5
-2
non-farm laborers
"the ·Bay area.:
profession.Yet, they suggested
3.5
-35
farm workers
4.6
Sawyer said the chances of
that _gi,:aduates should · take
ad;~~ement in the professiori
courses - like psychology and
are quite good depending on
others in human relations.
the motivation of the person.
If an engineer expects to
One engineer said; ~ome ·new
become an excutive someday,
graduates expect to be pleased . then he should take some
instead of trying to., please,. so · business management cpurses,
this · hurts their speed ·of · they said. Graduates need to
advancement:
acqu-ir,e more skill with
•~Advancement is .. limited,"
Businessmen interviewed in the recruiters .- Many are not· as
mathematics. They should also
One of the primary reasons for
said - Allen H. Seikingei-,
the Tampa area no longer disenchanted with long hair as
be proficient at a draftboard
having a. training program .is
. president of Diaz, Seckinger
consider degrees to be the. in the past, they said, but the · because "so many graduates are •
and learn to be precise with
·and Associates, Engineers, and
hallmark of ability.
details, many added.
mannerism accompanying the
lacking
in
practical
Planners, "depending on the
Although . degrees are hair 'is what is important.
The spokesmen encouraged
experience," and the programs
type of degree a person has. A
considered by many to ·be
students who wished to be
"I have had young men come
"very often help graduates
graduate degree is of great
imperative as a basis · -for in the office and plop themselve utilize
engineers to get as much
their
theoretical
. benefit."
many down and ask me 'what do you
practical experience as possible ~ consideration,
knowledge."
· Several engineers of all firms
interviewers- ar_e looking at have for me?' "
before they graduate. Several
For the most part, job
that were surveyed did not
such traits as appearance,
ways to do this was-to sign up
Very many graduates are not interviewers ·prefer to hire the
require a college degree for
personality and rapport with educated in the skills of job c o II e g e g r a d _u a t e fo r
with an engineering company
their employes as long as these, in the summer or get ihto the
_other employes.
·interviewing. They don't professional as well as various
had a good high school co-op program.
Maturity seems to be the know anything about the technical jobs because· many
background. Many peqple.
item most lacking in college company they are being ·•nterv1ewers · feel that · the
"Engineers don't wind .up in
working for these firms have the .field they have studied for,
graduates today. This was interviewed for or really what graduate is better able to
worked theiF way up minus a according to a survey that I've
brought out in a collective · they want to do with the "accept responsibility" than
degree and are much more seen, so a .good broad
opinion poll of various job company. "All they are the nondegree person.
valuable than a recent graduate, background in engineering is
recruitment interviewers in the concerned with getting a pay
The reason for this is that the
they.said. Y etthey can only·go necessary," said John Hooper,
Tampa Bay area. "Along with check."
college graduate "has lfad to
so far without further vice ·president of Tampa Bay
maturity comes responsibility"
'~Some students don't really . compete in school for mostly
education.
Engineering Co.
said one recruiter.
know what they want," said everything and now that he is
The firm representatives all
Other engineers agreed that a
Representatives of-several of one major recruiter. "He wants part of the job force he has. to
· agreed that a person without a · wide range of studies in
the major business concerns ·to be paid a lot for doing little."
compete agam and this
degree "hustled" a lot more engineering was better because
declined to be named.
Another employer observed competition among workers is
than a college graduate since he the real knowledge of that field
Mannerism .and appearance
that "too many students are too _very benefic-ial in · most
didn't ' have a degree. was gained on the job.
are still very high on the list for
interested in working their way businesses, keeps a man _on his
Therefore, they said, these
up the ladder fast, they think toes, " said one businessman.
people who work without · a
that just . because they have a
None of the employers
degree try to please rather than
·
degree
it
entitles
them
to
be
the
seemed to be discouraged ·with
Employment
develop · the · desire to be ·
boss in a year. "
the thought of women working
(millions)
.
pleased. Since they have
Many businesses have great in areas that have previously
worked their way from the
opportunity for advancement been occupied entirely by the
1968 1980
'
bottom and are more interested
but they work on the merit male working force.
All Industries
+23
80.8
99.6
in · getting ahead, they were ·
system. "A successful college
One recruiter pointed out,
'
quite vahiable to the
graduate will turn out t~ngible "When a woman decides to be
State
-&
Local·
9.1
13.8 ·
employers. _ _
+52
-.
work and earn his. posi~ion."
Government
something other than a
Almost all of the firms' ·
. "College degrees will give secretary, she is usually very
representatives said . the
· Services; Personal; +40
you entry but they can 't give · determined to do that
19.1 21.1
engineers they hired came up to
Professional, Business
you success," said one job something, men have to get
their expectation~ and that
I
interviewer. Most · recruiters jobs, women wantto get jobs. "
quite a few far exceeded their
Construction
5.5
+35
' 4.0
said they hire people with
After asking one interviewer·
expectations. Sawyer said the
degrees
mainly
because
they
· how he felt about women in the
-- Finance, Insurance
graduate today is "taught to
+24
3.7 . · 4 ..6
have such a wide spectrum to working force, he paused and
Real Estate
think better than ever before,
choose from so they can afford · said "no difference," then
they can think of the big
+23
Trade
. 16.6 20.5
to be a bit picky .
added ; "of course the new laws
picture." The graduate is very
"In this day and age, it is of equal opportunity do haye
"useful because · they help
+11
Manufacturing
very difficult to respond to something to do with it." · .
20.1 22.4
upgrade the industry by
different situations you will
For the most part,
Transportation,
spreading new ideas and
face
without
formal
training.
"
4.9
however, the genera·! reaction
4.5
communication
+10
techniques:• Sawy~r said .
Many of the companies ' was that employers were
publ_ic utilities
.
Some of the firms had a tew
representatives
interviewed impressed with the females
3.0
compliments about the new
2.7
Federal Government +10
have training programs for new ability ·to compete in the job
graduate. Seckinger said the
I
employes even if a college world .
average graduate ·"feels he has
Mining
0.6
· degree is already obtained .
-09
0.6
Of those interviewed in the
the answers to the worlds'
Several of th e trammg Bay Area, most recruiters seem
problems wi_th his college :::' .
programs are to orient the to be hiring graduates in the
4.2
3.2
-23
Agriculture
background but he just isn't ~:,
gra·duate to the company ·and fi e ld s o f engineering,
l~
aware of all the political,
exactly ho w to handle his ioh. accounting and mark eting.
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Degr~es no longer -hallmarlc -

for employm ent~bus inesSes
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Facu lty--im piov eme nt negl ecte_d area
I •.,

By Prof. Paul Graber
The University of TulsaFaculty improvement 1s a
neglected area in ~onventional
collegiate programs designed
for ·"freshmen orientation" or
"new-student guidance ."
Programs devoted to such
"how-to-do-its" as How to
Enroll, How the Find the
Library, How to Study, How
to Sing the Alma Mater and
How to Prepare for an
Examination usually omit what
can be an important area of
student concern - How to
Improve Your Instructor. ·
Students, freshmen or seniors,

who are interested iri that area
will find the following
observations useful.
Most stu.d ent proposals for
faculty improvement fail
because the· role they assign to
an instructor is an impossible .
one. Instructors are . not ·
t~chers. No one ·can teach,
college students anything. The
basic job of-any instructor is
only that. o( ass1stmg his
students m their learning.
Accordingly, an instructor can
be _improved ·o nly by
increas'ing the effectiveness of
the assistance· he can provide to
those students who want to

th~··:subtleties of their s~bject
area.
GUEST Faculty Commentar y
Proper recognition of both
1 m111111n i mi
i : I n Iii mil! ::rnHnn 1 11 m the work of the instructor and
im :mw1
brilliant explanations to a class the role students play in the
. learn and who seriously try to
when some students are absent · performance of his job 1s
learn.
successful
"to study for an exam," others essential to
Other ·student proposals for
facult y
of
program
are busy reading texts of other
faculty improVellJent ·are
courses, and still others are improvement. Ef(ective
· ineffective because they do not
scanning their, assigned programs: point. the ways and give .sufficient recognition -to
readings for the first time. AN d · provide • the means for the
those elements of theater and
there are but few instructors simultaneous improvement of
playing field thJ.t are in every
who will repeatedly go before a instructor and students. Those
colfege classroom. Instructors
class "unprepared" orprepared. programs will reflect the
are people. Like actors, they
only on assigned material when substantial elell)ent of truth
dread a "cold house." Like·ball
they; know that there will be a expressed in the generalization:
players, they "play to win."
"Students usually get the
substantial number of students
There are few, if any,
of instructors, they
kind
having ideas and questions
instructors who can give
scintillating lectu_res and .involving- the ramifications and deserve."
!
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Seco n_d a ry educ ation majo rs rate well
...

USF education majors are
usually well qualified and are
excellent teachers. That is the
response from principals and
school a,dministrators in this
area.
·" The majority _of the

education graduates from USF
are sincere about getting into
the teaching profession," said
Mrs. Frances Winn , supervisor
of secondary placement in
Hillsborough County. She
noted that she was favor~bl y

Educa tion major s
favora bly impre ss·
place ~ent direct or
,..

"By and large 1 have a very
favorable impression of the·
educational college at USF and
its graduates," said Elizabeth
Miles, supervisor of
elementary . pl:rcement of
Hillsborough County. · "Our
school system has greatly
benefited with the teachers
coming from USF," she said.
-

.

"USF teachers meet and
exceed my · professional
said · Jerry
expectations,"
elementary
of
Switts, director
placement and _retirement in
Pinellas County.
· He wasn 't encouraging
about tne availability of jobs
because the "trend nationally is
an oversupply of teachers."
Other people· responsible for
hiring teachers stated that the
opportunities are "slim" and
"vancancies are getting scarcer
all of the· time."

The adminstratprs and
principals said they wished
new teachers w~mld have more
experience in their chos_en field
prior to entering . t~e job
market. Then, they would
have an easier time gettmg .
hired, they said.
Switts said he felt more
continuous internship
·programs would really benefit
the future teacher. Actual
experie_!lce woulq be of real
value later on, he said. .'
Teachers should have a
"more rounded background .
They should do . a lot more
reading in literary history, in
preparation for teaching the
intermediate grades," _ said
_Winifred Horton, princip~l of
the Tinker Elementary School.
"They should prepare more to
teach handwriting and reading
skills," she said.

impressed with the caliber of
the teachers coming from USF .

contacted favored having the
teacher_s take- a longer
internship; perhaps all day long

"The teachers appJy
theri'lselves in their profession ,"
said Mr Ernest Maney,
principal of Greco Junior High

for at least a quarter, to see what
a school is like with all of the
problems.

~

Surplu·s of tea.c he-rs

School. Almost all of his
teachers from USF fitted in
well -.and more than met the
standards _of the profession.

.

.

.

1

predict ed for 70"s

Although the administrators
and principals surveyed liked
the teachers coming from USF,
they did have a few
constructive suggestions.

Through the 1970's there will be a "potential surplus" of •
elementary and secondary teachers .

C. C. Bexley, principal of
Blake Senior High School said
that USF should have the
teachers take "more courses in
sociological foundations to get
a better understanding of the different classes of people and
how their backgrounds affect
ability."learnihg
their
"study
also
Teachers should
the cultural backgrounds of
others and learn how to work
more with the disadvantaged
and cope with their problems/'
·
he said.

The projected requirements for elementary school
teachers in 1980 will be 1,270,000, ju'st 40,000 more than
employed in 1968. Som,e 1,065,000 secondary school
teachers will be required in 1980, up from the 1968 level of
ureau of Labo~-projecti<:ms.
940,000, according .to the

.

If the trend of new degree recipients, reenrrants, ·and
delayed entrants into this profession continues through
the 1970's, some 4.1-million teachers would be in the
potential job market, well over the.. 2:4-million n·eeded·.
School enrollments are not expected to rise v~ry much over
the 1968 levels.
Employment opportunities may be more favorable in
urban ghettos, rural districts and in all geographic areas
where teaching salaries are low and better paying
opportunides are available in other fields i'n the community.
.,

Winn said - that teachers
should "finl a combination.....of ·
answers to solve problems of
motivating kids to improve
grammar and writing.
"Teachers should not JUSt
emphasize the literature area, "
he said.
Most of the administrators

There will be an emphasis ·on pro_y iding education for
very young children, the· mentally retarded, children from
low-income families and other groups needing special
attention. The teacher to student ratio is expected to fall, ·
thus opening up more employment possibilities.
With the increase in qualified teachers, school boards will
tend to emphasize the quality of the prospective teacher's
academic work and the quality of training.

Compar ison · of Florida supply of teachers with national supply
FLORIDA

...,

NATIONAL ·

FLORIDA

NATIONAL

/

Regular Instruction, Elem.
Agriculture
Art
Business Education
Early Childhood
English
Foreign Languages
\

Home Economics
Industrial Art~
Library Sciences

"'o-i-.
i..:Jil - 1972

Adequate
Adequate
Adequate
Adequate
Shortage
Surplus
Adequate
Shortage
. Soine. shortage
. Critical shortage

Adequate
Near balance
Near balance
Near balance
Critical Shortage
Surplus
Adequate (va·ries
regionally)
Near balance
Low supply
Adequate

Mathematics
Music
Physical & HealtJl Education
Secondary (Women)
Secondary (Men)
Biology
Other Sciences
Soci~I Studies
Special Education.
o.un~eling
quidance· and C_
l"c:l t!~~c?!-Technica l

Critical shortage (varies
regionally)
Adeq~ate

Ade.q uate

Shortage (varies
regionally)
Surplus

Surplus
Adequate
Some shortage
Over-supply

·Shortage
Over-supply
Critical shortage
Shortage
Sho rtage

Shortage

Shortage
Shortage

/
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USF~volu nt~e rs, IT serv e com mun ity.
\

Kathy Davis gets some
· assistance w ith her Tinker
Toy set from tutor Lynda
Smith.

Twice a week, Dan Borger
picks up his friend , six-yearold Kevin, and ctrives to a
bright yellow house in Sulphur
Springs.
Kevin 's nome, in the same
neighborhood as the bright
yellow house, has no fa ther and
no front door.
Borger is one of a growing
number of students who are
earning academic ·credit for
community involvement.
,
The bright yellow house is
the Sulphur Springs PreSchool. Center of the Intensive
Tutorial program (IT).
The pre-school center, with
49 tutors, is only· part of the
400 member IT program, .and
IT is only one of the social
action projects for which a
student can earn credit.
Tom ,Stygar (3ED) works
for the University Volunteer
Service . - He spends his
volunteer time· at the
MacDonald Training Center
for the physically and mentally
handicapped.
· Some of the programs other
Volunteer Service members
work in are the Drug ·Rap
Cadr~, Old Friends, Halfway
Bouse, and pollution, hospital

Kevin and Ronair (left)
tutor Dan Borger.

The letter Smay be aimed
wrong but the : trick of
- ·marking with chalk is the
first small step toward
students
credit for social action
The Volunteer Service programs do it through CBS
program, _. smaller but more · 301-American Idea, or CBS
diverse than IT, also maintains 401-000.
CBS 30 l is · a five-hour
a volunteer pool which may
call on members to work for a course which gi~es students the
short time on any of these or . option of spending one hour on
a social action project. CBS
other community projects.
401-000 is a three-hour course
According . to Academic designed especially to let
Services · Director Edwin P. students work tn the
Martin, a ·student may design community.
his own social action project.
But for some students one or
But the ·project must be 1 • three or four hours isn 't
approved by a committee and enough.
endorsed by a faculty member.
Some of them volunteer their
own time. Both . 11· and
Volunteer Services say
half their volunteers are not
working for academic credit.
One student who is earning
social action credit in CBS 301
said he will work next quarter
without credit because he feels
he is needed.
Gary Yellin, student -coordinator for IT, said
Hillsborough County Schools
make 1,000 requ~sts per
quarter for tutors.
Some students who want to
become totally involved in
community work and still earn
·academic credit find the answer
in the OFF Campus Term
program (OCT).
The OCT program allows a
student.to earn up to 15 hours a
enjoy a quick pose with
quarter
for off-campus work.
,
Although the program is not
and migrant programs.

limited to social action projects, programs also depend.j on
OCT Director Keith Lupton student interest.
said · OCT students have
Although one poll indic;ited
worked in the ghetto, m
at
least 71 per cent ·of today's
migrant . communities,
on
students
want to be seriously
pollution projects, and for
and
actively
involved in social
government agencies in the
action,
many
students find ore
community.
or
two
hours
·a week of
· In addition to the annual
swelling of the OCT program volunteer work for one quarter
during summer quarter, is enoueh.
Some volunteers have
indications are that all academic
.
.
.
programs stressmg community expressed di_sillusionment with
involvement will continue to the ITprogram, with most of
the complaints centering
grow.
An "increase with caution " around the tutors inability to
is_the way Academic Services get a positive response from the
Director Martin speculates on kids they work with.
the future of such programs.
But Jan Raber, director of the
He said the caution is due to a Sulphur Springs Pre-School,
legitimate difference of opinion said some of here children are
among faculty members about so economically and
how to evaluate social _action emotionally deprived that if
_any response comes at all it may
programs.
The future of social action ltake several quarters.

Soci al SCie nce Job Outl oo/c Dim
The. job outlook for
averages, with a slight increase
to know what kind of salary he and the Florida Division of
• Economics and political
, bachelor's degree holders in
in 70-71 over the number of
can expect, it ts clear that .the • Corrections, · have been on
science are probably the easiest
Social and Behaviroial sciences
offers made._in 69-70.
good jobs go to graduate campus this year. .
for a B.A. holder to get into,
is about what it was last year....!....
• The top salary offer made to
degree holders.
·
The (JSF Rehabilitation
while
the
minimum
not to"o good
a social science graduate at USF
In June 290 · social science Institute will award 19 maste_r's \requirements for a . beginning
- A recent College Plac!:!ment
was higher last year than two
majors will earn.degrees.
degrees in June.
job in geography or anthropo• Council survey predicted ,that years ago, but the lowest was
Usually lumped by surveys
Director Calvin Pinkard said Jogy is usually a master's
w_hile emplqyment of college ' lower. The average salary offer-· into ~ne figure under the two jobs are ~aiting for every degree .
graduates as a whole will
was also lower, down nine per . heading · Social Science and graduate.
. i~crease slightly this year, the cent from 69-70 .
Humanities, they will
The -Speech Pathology and
One thing these figures,
chances for a social science
· Figures for 71-72 won't be
specialize in 'seven major areas Audiology Institute will a ward based on U.S. Department of
major with a bachelor's degree available until the end of the
of study.
10 ·graduate degrees. Institute Labor statistics, don't indicate
finding a job is slightly less than
school year.
Most of the jobs and most of Director Stewart W. Kinde said is that a high per ceni:age of
it was last year.
The outlook for ,p1aster's
the students are psychology- there will be "plenty of jobs' ' social science majors get jobs
The survey reported campus degree holders is definitely
sociology oriented. ·
for the graduates.
with employers to whom a
· hiring activity ; last year
brighter.
An expanding field in
In political science, with college degree is importanr but .
dropped to its lowest pQint _in
Last year, the average salary
psycho logy-socio logy which approximately
60 June · the a~ea of specialization is not._
years, less than two-thirds the offer for a USF social science
is actively recrui_ting college graduates, history with 30,and
major with a master's degree
volume of 69-70 .
graduates is counseling and anthropology, econc_>mics and
This typ·e of employer, ~ho
jumped 21.6 per cent above the
At USF, the figures for
rehabilitation.
geography averaging 10 each, is usually looking for sales
so~ial science graduates, taken
previous year.
Several counseling and the situation is about the same. personnel, assumes
the social
from a Career Planning and
Although the salary range
rehabilitation a~cncie s . What good jobs there are will science major will
ha ve a broad
makes it difficult for a
Placement Center salary
including the Florida Parole go to the graduate degree understan ding
of human
su rvey, differed fro m ·national
particular socia1 science major
and Probation Commiss ion holders.
nature.
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Ser~ ·ce

Haverfield 's committee
The current structure of
made 19 r~commendations
higher education is not only
effecting
these and other
being questioned by -students
uq_
i
versity-reJated
problems. ·
but · by state legislators and .
-,,Inaudition
-to
- priority
edacato,r_s. . .
ratings, USF is moving toward
-- ·sen . . Robert Haverfield 's
c;hange
in other areas.
Senate Committee on
This
summer, freshmen and
Univer:;ities and Community
new
. transfer . students will
Colleges, earlier this year made '
participate in a new orientation
reco111mendations raging from
program · series which could
curriculum relevancy to faculty
·
allow
the students to enter with
evaluation.
advanced class standing.
T he
recommendations
indicate that education may
undergo massive changes in-the
next decade.
Recent pnonty ratmgs of
academic programs at USF is
one of the indic·ations of
according to placement center
Although math majors are
In •June an ._ estimated 132 . much money he will m;ike.
change.
Last year, 26 natural science , figures.
. wanted in a wide range ofareas,
natural science majors will earn
The priority ratings came a
Breaking down the College the number of
students w ho registered with
degrees at USF.
graduates
·
month after Haverfield 's
of
Natural
Sciences
into exceeds the dem _a nd.
USF Career Planning and
Most of them will be seeking
committee charged that little
separate disciplines, the largest Nationally, the Department of
Placement Service received job
work in a market that has a few
effort was being made to
job demand is for the chemistry . Labor has predicted the supply
offers with salaries ranging
more'Jobs than last year; when
determine
if
course
major.
Most companies require of mathematicians to be
from
a
high
of
$~7
5 in physics
the. market was the lowest it
re.quuements and degree
only
a
B.A. degree.
-· ·significantly above the demand .
·to a low of $368 in math.
had been in a long time.
programs meet the needs of the
Physics is another area through the 1970's.
These
figures
are
Will . these graduates find
labor market toda y.
where supply does no~ meet
significantly lower than 1969Needs may be shifting, but
work in their field of interest?
"While' we would oppose the
demand.
Although
several
70 when physics, chemistry
another area which seems to be ·
According to a U.S.
concept of requmng · our
companie~ indicated an interest overcrowded JS the J.ife
Department of Labor su rvey 2 and math graduates were made
institutions of higher learning
in physics majors, only five · sciences.
the good jobs in the natural offers above $87 5, with a high
to accept and develop courses
bachelor's
and two master's
in
chemistry
of
$
While approximately 64
1,200
and
a
sciences require a graduate
related to every passing fad or
degrees will be awarded this degrees (35 in zoology and 15
degree. T he survey said a low in biology of $450.
whim," Haverfield said, "the
T his year, because a still- June.
in bacteriology) will be
bachelor's degree holder may
committee believes that
Even · few,er astronomy awarded in this area in June,
find a job in his major, butthere tight job market is causing
· responsiveness to student needs
majors will rec~ive degrees in only' one employer mentioned
students to waste little time in
will be little chance for
might be given more careful
June, but demand in this small · ah interest in a life science
making a decision once they
advancement. and serious consideration/'
field also exceeds supply.
Approximately 21 graduate have an offer, salaries will
major. That was for a job in
Nationally,
the
outlook
for
remain
near
last
year's
levels.
pharmaceutical sales. ·
degrees will be awarde~ to
The committee also charged:
geology majors is moderately
Last year 50 per cent of the
USF na·tural science students in
On the other hand, of the
•Students cannot transfer
good but a bachelor's degree
natural science· majors took
June.
-seven Ph.D. 's the University
freely within . the State
will get only a ~ew jobs.
Seeming to disagree with the employment out of stat,
will award this June, three will
University System without 1 Department oi Labor Survey,
be
in bi logy.
loss of time or credits.
several local employers who ·
.
Oceanography
wide
open
. •Competition of faculty
have hired B.A. holders, said
Also significant Js the
m-\e_mbers 1s based ·o n
how high an employe can · go
This field is rapidly expanding as the govem·ment and
number of students in life
. publication rather
than
depends solely on how well he
industry increasingly turn to· the ocean for profit and
sciences who will-go to medical
classroom performance.
•performs. But most of them
defense.
and dental school.
•Legislative mtent to the agreed that when hiring, the
In addition to research and analytical positions open, the
- Pre-medical
Chairman
contrary, state universities still graduat~ degree holder would
demand for qualified teachers will be high in the 1970's.
be
given
preference.
Jerome
O.
Krivanek
said
do not operate fully on a yearSince the number of graduates with degrees in this field will
approximately · 20-25 June
round basis.
not rise substantially, opportunities f.or work are excellent.
The relatively small number
graduates will go to medical
The
Department
of
Labor
states
that
the
predicted
•The taxpaying public,
of natural science graduates
school.
He said another -10--15
requirements are for 9,700 oceanographers in 1980. In 1968
including students, don't have
(only the College of Fine Arts
will
attend
dental school.
some 5,200 were employed .
any real opportunity to be
will
award
fewer
undergraduate degrees) wi1..r - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . :
heard on matters relating to the
curriculum.
find
themselves viewe
differently from most of th
other new degree fiolders.

Natural Science job mar/cet tight

While many employers o
other liberal a·rts graduates an
business graduates are mos
interested in outgoing attitude .
. and an ability to get along wit
people·, the employer wh
wants a_natural science majo .
will
look _ more closely .
The 197 2 edition of the . ·
academic records.
South Florida Review literary
magazine has arrived and is on
·One employer said whe
sale.
they hire someone who will b
The magazine, a student- put in a comer somewhere t
edited publication containing
work on a research project the
poetry, prose, . photos and aren't interested in what wor
artwork, will be on sale in the he has been doing for ·t
University Center and the ·community.
lobby of the Language· Almost as important to t
Literature Building through
graduate
as his chances ·
June 2. Price of the magazine is
25 cents.
getting a. job in his field is ho - - ~ - ~ - : - ~ - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - = - - - - - - - - _ J

.

Literary
•
review
on' sale

(I MEA_N GET ONE)
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